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We prove that certain energy forms on infinite-dimensional space with polyno- 
mial domain have the contraction or Dirichlet property. Some consequences are 
discussed. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to settle a problem concerning the contrac- 
tion or Dirichlet property of energy forms with state space 9’*(W’) and 
polynomial domain. 
To recall this property we consider a general non-negative definite sym- 
metric bilinear form (henceforth shortly called “form”) (8, o(8)) on some 
(real) L2(E, B, v), where o(&) is a dense linear subspace of L*(E, a’, v). 
Here (E, 9#‘, v) is a o-finite measure space. Consider the following properties 
(8, D(d)) might have (cf. [F80]). 
If T: R + R’ is a normal contraction, i.e., T(0) = 0, 
IT(x)-T(y)l<Ix-yI for all x, y~[w, then TRUED for 
each UED(&), and &(Tou, To U) < E(u, u). (“Normal con- 
tractions operate on (&, D(6)).“) (1.1) 
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u# := (u v 0) A 1 ED(~) for each u~D(g) and g(u#, u#)< 
b(u, u). (“The unit contraction operates on (8, O(g)).“) (1.2) 
For any t: > 0 there exists cpI.: [w -+ [ -F, 1 + E] satisfying: 
(i) cp,(t)=t for all t~[0, l] and O~cp,:(tz)--cp,(t,)bt,-tl 
for all t,, t, E [w, t, 6 t2. (ii) cp,:” UE D(B) for each UE o(a). 
(iii) &(P~ou, vi: c,u) <&(u, u) for each UE D(B) (“Markov 
property”). (1.3) 
Obviously, (1.1) = (1.2) 3 (1.3), but one also has the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (8, D) he a closable form on L*(E, 99, v) with dense 
domain D. Let (8, D(z)) denote its closure. Suppose there exists 
cpC: R -+ C-E, 1 + E] satisfying (1.3)(i) and 
cpI: 0 u E D(8) jbr each u E D. (1.4) 
&(PeOU, (PEOU) G au, u) for each u E D. (1.5) 
Then (8, D(g)) has property (1.1). In particular, properties (1.1 )-( 1.3) are 
equivalent, if (8, D) is closed. 
Recall here that a form (6, D(G)) on L*(E, &I, v) is closed if D(&) w.r.t. 
the norm given by 6, := & + ( , )L~CVj is complete, and that it is closable if 
it has a closed extension. In this case the smallest closed extension is called 
its closure. For the proof of Theorem 1 .l, in the case where E is a locally 
compact separable metric space, we refer to [F80, Theorems 1.4.1 and 
2.1.11. Using [BH86, Theo&me 1.11 one can easily prove the genera1 case 
analogously. For details see [AR88d, Sect. 11. 
If a closed densely defined form (8, D(8)) has one and hence all proper- 
ties ( 1.1 )-( 1.3), it is called a Dirichlet form, and ( 1 . 1 )-( 1.3) is referred to as 
the contraction or Dirichlet property. The first part of Theorem 1.1 is a use- 
ful tool to check whether a given form is a Dirichlet form. The Dirichlet 
property is important since it is a necessary and in many cases sufficient 
condition for the existence of an associated Markov process with state 
space E. For details we refer to [F80] for the case where E is a locally 
compact separable metric space and to [AH-K76; AH-K77a; AH-K77b; 
K82; AR88c] for non-locally compact state spaces E. 
Now let us come back to the special situation briefly mentioned at the 
beginning, where E = Y*(rWd) (i.e., the space of (tempered) Schwartz dis- 
tributions on rWd), equipped with the strong topology, g is its strong (or 
equivalently weak-*) Bore1 g-algebra and v is a finite positive measure on 
(Y*(W’), $?). Let Y(W) denote the space of test functions and let ( , ) be 
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the dualization between Y*(lRd) and Y(lR’). We assume that for every 
5 E Y( IF@ all powers of ( ., 5) are v-integrable and moreover that 
~:={P((~,~~L..., (.,5,>):m~~,5,,...,~,~Y([W~)andp 
is a real polynomial on [Wm} (1.6) 
is dense in L2(Y*(lRd); v). 
Considering L2([Wd) (w.r.t. Lebesgue measure) as densely and con- 
tinuously embedded in Y*([Wd) in the usual way we define the following 
energy form on L2(Y*( RP); v), 
a(u, v =/ (v”tz)> vv(z)),J(,d) v(dz); U, VEP’, (1.7) sp*(w’) 
where for ZE P’*(R”) and UEP’, Vu(z) is the unique element in L2(cWd) 
representing the continuous linear functional 
hug(z):=lim 
u(z + sh) - u(z) 
9 h E L2( lad). 
s-0 s 
Of course, we have to assume that d is well defined on L2(Y*(IWd); v) or 
“respects v-classes,” i.e., 
Vu = Vu v-a.e. if u, v E 9 with u = v v-a.e. (1.8) 
Note that (1.8) is, of course, fulfilled if we assume that supp v=Y*(Rd), 
but otherwise two different functions in 9 can belong to the same v-class 
and (1.8) might fail to hold. Furthermore, we assume: 
The form (&‘, 9’) (given by (1.7)) is closable on L2(Y*(lRd); v). (1.9) 
Remark 1.2. In most applications, assumptions (1.6) and (1.8) are 
evidently fulfilled, whereas (1.9) is mostly hard to prove. But in Section 3 
below we will see that the closability criterion proved in [AR88a] is 
applicable to (8, 9) for very general measures v. 
Thus the question we want to concentrate on in this paper is whether - - 
(a, P), i.e., the closure of (&‘, 9), has the Dirichlet property (( 1.1 )( 1.3)). 
If one wants to apply Theorem 1.1 to prove this, obviously, the only 
problem is to check (1.4) with (Pi, e.g., in CL(lR) because then (1.5) trivially 
holds by the chain rule. We show below that this can be done for a large 
class of measures v to obtain the following theorem which is the main 
result of this paper. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let v be a positive finite measure on (Y*(IWd), S?) coming 
from a positive white noise functional @E (Y)* (cJ: Section 2 below) such 
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that supp v = Y*(R”). Suppose that the fbrm (6, 9) given by (1.7) i.v 
closable then its closure (8, 9) is a densely defined form having the Dirichlet 
property ((1.1)-(1.3)). 
The idea of proof is to find a core D of (a, 9) for which Theorem 1.1 is 
better applicable than for the core 9’. Actually we suggest wo such cores, 
namely the algebra d of function on Y*(rWd) generated by {sin ( ., 0, 
cos ( ., n), 5, ye E Y(W’)} and the space SC? of smooth, bounded finitely 
based functions on Y*([Wd), i.e., 
PC; := {u:Y*(Rd) + iw: u(z) 
=J‘((z,~~>,..., (z,~~)),~E~,~EC~([W~),~~,...,~~E~([W~)). 
(1.10) 
The two cases are treated in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. In the first case - - 
d is quite easily shown to be a core of (a, ,9’), but the verification of con- 
dition (1.4) is slightly more difficult. In the second case, Theorem 1.1 is - - 
obviously applicable for D = SC: if we know that it is a core of (&, 9). 
But some work is needed to prove the latter, which in addition will enable 
us to apply the closability results of [AR88a] to (a, 9’) (cf. Remark 3.4 
below). In both cases we use the space (9) of white noise test finctionals 
on Y*(@) as an “intermediate space” and some basic facts and techniques 
from white noise analysis. Altogether we prove that 
(1.11) 
One motivation to study forms of type (1.7) is that they naturally arise 
in two-dimensional quantum field theory. Here the measure v can be either 
a space-time quantum field on sP*(lF!‘) or a time-zero field on Y*([w’). For 
more details we refer to [AR88a-AR88c] but emphasize that in these cases 
assumptions (1.6) and (1.8) are always fulfilled (in fact we have 
supp v = Y*(L)@), cf. e.g., [AR88d]). Also the closability (1.9) follows from 
[AR88a, AR88b] and Remark 3.4 below. In addition, in [AHP89a] it has 
been shown that such measures as v come, indeed, from positive 
generalized white noise functionals, hence Theorem 1.3 is applicable to - - 
show that the corresponding form (8, 9) is a Dirichlet form. Moreover, - - 
(8, 9) coincides with the closure of (8, SC;); i.e., (8, g) is a (minimal) 
classical Dirichlet form in the sense of [AR88a]. Thus all results of 
[AR88a-AR88c] are applicable; in particular, by [AR88c, Theorem 3.91 - - 
there exists a diffusion process associated with (8, 9). Conversely, it is 
often useful to know that a classical Dirichlet form has 9 as a core. 
In a short remark at the end of the paper we also discuss forms d of type 
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(1.7) with v as in Theorem 1.3 on the domain gb consisting of functions p 
of the form 
P(Z) =f(<z, t, >, . ..> (z, 4,>), z E Y*(w), 
for rnE N, t,iEY(UP), j= 1, . . . . m, and f~ Cm(W”) such that f and all its 
derivatives are polynomially bounded. It turns out that also the closure of 
pb with respect o d coincides with the space in (1.11). Forms of the type 
(a, gb’h) have been considered in [BCM88] in the case that v is the 
Euclidean cutoff measure of a 9(Q), quantum field theory. 
2. THE CORE d 
Let us first sketch the white noise framework (cf., e.g., [HPS88; HKP]). 
Let p be the white noise measure on (y*(W’), S#) and let (L2) denote the 
space of (real) p-square integrable functions on sP*(rW”) which has the well- 
known decomposition (L2) = @ zZO &‘(“) into homogeneous chaos of 
degree n. Consider the closure A of the operator on L2(rW”) given on y(rWd) 
by -d + 1x1’+ 1, and denote its second quantization by T(A) (which is a 
self-adjoint operator on (L2)). (Y), is the domain of ZJ,4)p in (L2), which 
is a Hilbert space with Hilbertian norm (IFl12,p := (IT(A)PFl/2, (9) is the 
projective limit of the chain { (.V),: PE No}, (y)* its dual, and ( , ) 
denotes the corresponding dualisation. (Y) is a nuclear Frechet algebra. 
Remark 2.1. By definition SJ is a dense subspace of (9) and it has been 
shown (cf. [AHP89b, Proposition 3.21) that the map u + llVul[ i2ciWdj, u E g, 
extends to a continuous map from (Y) to (9) (where (Y) is equipped with 
the above nuclear topology). This extension is for UE (Y) n BC” again 
(p-a.e.) given by IlVull in, where (as for u E 9) Vu(z), z E y*(@), is the 
unique element in L2([Wd) representing the continuous linear functional 
h -+ (d/ds)(u(z+sh))I,=,, MEL’. Here PC” is defined as in (1.10) but 
with Cm( W’) replacing CF( [Wm). 
For the rest of this subsection we fix a positive finite measure v on 
(y*(W’), g), which comes from a positive generalized white noise func- 
tional @, i.e., @E (Y)*, (F, @) 2 0 for each FE (9) with F2 0 p-a.e. on 
Y*( I@) and 
s F(z) v(dz) = (F, @) YJ*(Wd) for each FE (Y). (2.1) 
Here P is the continuous (p-)version of FE (.Y) which always exists (c.f. 
[Yo87]) and is unique, since supp p= ZZ’*(@) (see [AR88d]). Note by 
(2.1), pcLp(Y*(Iw”); v) for all PE [l, co[. 
580~92 I-I I 
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Remark. In fact by [Yo87] for every positive @E (,Y’)* there exists a 
unique positive finite measure v satisfying (2.1). We also note that in 
[Yo87] Y*([w”) is equipped with a differently defined topology T (which is 
a priori liner than the strong topology on .Y*([w”) considered in this paper) 
and the above-mentioned version F is proved to be continuous only with 
respect to t. But an easy application of the MackeyyArens theorem shows 
that indeed both topologies coincide (cf. [AHP89b, Appendix]). 
Now consider the corresponding energy form (a, 9) defined by (1.7). 
We assume from now on that supp v = <4”*(@) so that (1.8) is automati- 
cally fulfilled. By Remark 2.1 we can consider & (and hence &F, ) on the 
domains .d and (.4p) as well. But note since v is in general singular w.r.t. 
p we have to define 
where 1611 tared) is the unique continuous version of the extension 
llwl2L2(rW~,(wY = L2(y*md); CL)), u E (L?), mentioned in Remark 2.1. 
LEMJ+ 2.L&et 1”’ ,denote abstract completion w.r.t. 8, := 8 + ( , )L~CV,. 
Then 9 ’ = (9) ’ = 2”. 
Proof: The first equality follows by Remark 2.1, since for u E 9, 
and @E (y)*. It is easily checked that ~2 c (Y) (cf., e.g., [HPS88]) and 
we have in fact that d is dense in (Y) (cf., e.g., [AHP89b, Proposi- 
tion 3.11). Hence the same argument as that above proves the second 
equality. 1 
Remark 2.3. (i) It is easy to see that d is dense in L2(Y*(lRd); v), since 
g is generated by { ( ., 5) : 5 E .4a([Wd)} (cf. [AR88a, Remark 3.11). 
(ii) Consider an arbitrary form (a, D(a)) on L2(Y*(IWd)); v) and the 
inclusion map i: D(d) + L2(.y*(lRd); v). If D(a) is equipped with the norm 
givenE,by 4 := & + ( , JL+,, then i extends to a continuous map from 
D(a) to L2(~*(lRd); v). We note that (&‘, D(a)) is closable if and only if 
this extension is one to one. 
The first proof of Theorem 1.3 will now be an immediate consequence of 
the following: 
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- - 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose (a,~?) is closable and let (&‘, 9’) be its closure. Let 
uE&aandgEC’(IW);thengouE~aandifR>Osuch thatRanuc[-R,R] 
then &gou, gO~)<sup~~~~~,~, Ig’(t)l’8(u,u). 
Proof. By Weierstrass’s theorem there exists a sequence ( gL),E N of 
polynomials which converges to g’ uniformly on C-R, R], hence the 
sequence of polynomials (g,), E N defined by 
g,(t) := ?” dh) ds + g( -RI, te[W, 
-R 
converges uniformly to g on C-R, R]. But g, 0 UE&, g,o u + go u in 
L2(Y*(W’); v) as n + cc and 
= (g;~~-g:,w)~IIVull&,~dv I 
< ,,;~wR, Isi(t)-&(t)12e44 
+O as n,m+ 00 
(cf. Remark 2.1). Since (8,Y) is closable, the assertion follows. i 
First Proof of 1.3. 
- - 
Since (&‘, 9) is closable, d is a core for (8, 9) by - - 
Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.3(ii). In particular, (8, 9) is densely defined by 
Remark 2.3(i). So let (Pi E CL(R), satisfying (1.3)(i); then by Lemma 2.4, - - 
conditions (1.4) and (1.5) hold and hence Theorem 1.1 implies that (&‘, 9) 
is a Dirichlet form. 1 
3. THE CORE SC: 
Let v be as in Theorem 1.3. Clearly, we can define & (and hence &i) on 
YtcT as in (1.7). Then, since d c 9Cp, it follows by the results of the 
previous section that 
-81 -8, -81 -8, 
PC? Id =(Y) =9 (3.1) 
-81 where . again denotes abstract completion. To prove the dual inclusion in 
(3.1) we need some preparations. Define for m E N 
C,qb (l!?) := {f~ CF( KY’): f is the Fourier transform 
of a function in L’( [Wm) with compact support } (3.2) 
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and 
=.A(., 4,). -., (., g,,)),mE~,,f‘EC~O(1W”7) 
and t,, . . . . LEw~d)). (3.3) 
3.1. PROPOSITION. FCC, c (9). 
ProoJ: Let f~ C&(Rm) and t,, . . . . ~,EY([W~); then (since f is real 
valued) we can find f~ L’(R”‘) with compact support such that for each 
z E Y*(Rd) 
where 5:=(t1 ,..., r,) and y.r=Cr=, y&,, y=(y, ,..., Y,)ER”‘. We 
know that for y E R”’ and p E N 
QA)PCOS((., Y.4))=cos((~, Y.APS))Pp(Y) (3.4) 
(cf., e.g., [HPS89, (2.12)]), where Apt := (Apt,, . . . . Apt,) and 
P,(Y) :=~~P[~(/IY~A~~II~~~~~~- II~~411?,~~~~~)1, YEW. 
Approximating 7 by simple functions and using the fact that ZJA)p is 
closed on (L*), we conclude that 
Hence 
Ilf(<., (I>, *.*1 c.3 L))Il:,p~ 
(c 
IWm If( P,(Y)dY 
> 
*<co, 
and the assertion follows. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.2. e”’ = e”‘. 
Proof: Let (ej:je N} be a CONS of L2(Rd) then for every UEFCF, 
u=f((., (I>, ..., c.2 5,)), m E N, f~ Cp(W), 5,) . . . . 4, E Y(Rd), we have 
by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
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k=l 
Hence the assertion follows from the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let f E CF(rWm); then there exist fn E C&(W), n E N, such that 
f, +.f and afniaxk + aflaxk, 1 < k 6 rn, as n + 00 in L*(W”; a) for any 
finite measure a defined on the Bore1 u-algebra of IF”. 
Proof: There exist xn E CT(rWm), n E N, such that xn = 1 on C-n, n]” 
and suppXnE(-2nr2n)m, O<x,61, and Ilax,/axk11,62, l<kQm. Then 
f. xn + f and (a/ax,)(f. x,) +A as n + co, locally uniformly and 
iiwww~n~~~ m G iiaf/axkiim +2 iifiirn? 1 <k < m, n E N. Hence, since 
o(lWm) < co, by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem we are reduced 
to the case where f has compact support. 
Now let ~~EC&(W)~L’(IW”) such that (~30 and j’pdx=l (e.g., 
cp:=ljl@ ... @I//, with $k(t) := $(sin t)*/t2, tE[W, 16k6m). Define 
V,(X) := rY(p(nx), x E iw”. Then f * (P” -f and (a/axk)(f *4") + afjaxk, as 
n + co, locally uniformly and in addition, II f * (Pi II o. < II f (I m and 
iitaiaxk)(f * %iim G tiaf/aXkiim, nE N? 1 d k dm. Now the assertion 
follows as above. 1 
As an immediate consequence of (3.1) and Propositions 3.1, 3.2, we 
obtain: 
COROLLARY 3.3. (9’) n FCP is dense in PC: w.r.t. &, and 
-8, -8, -8, 
PC? =(?Y) =FP . (3.5) 
Remark 3.4. Theorems 3.2 and 3.10 in [AR88a] applied to our 
situation provide closability criteria in terms of v for (8, PC,“) on 
L’(Y*(FY’);v). By Remark 2.3(ii) and Corollary 3.3 they also carry over to 
(a, 9) on L2(Y*([Wd); v). We emphasize that these criteria have, e.g., been 
shown to apply to (all known) measures v in two-dimensional quantum 
field theory (cf. [AR88a, Example 5.5; AR88b]) to obtain closability in 
these cases. 
Finally, we now have: 
Second Proof of Theorem 1.3. Since (b,9) is closable it follows by - - 
Remark 2.3(ii) and Corollary 3.3 that 9CF is a core of the closure (b,9) - - 
and that (a, 9) is densely defined (cf. Remark 2.3(i)). Equation (1.4) is 
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obviously fulfilled for any (pF E CT and condition (1 S) follows by the chain 
rule; hence (Z, g) is a Dirichlet form by Theorem 1.1. 1 
Remark 3.5. Consider the form B given in (1.7) on the domain .$$ (cf. 
Section 1). Then 9’ is also a core for (8, $I). This follows from 
Corollary 3.3 and the observation that 
(3.6) 
In order to prove (3.6) we only have to show 9$ c w”. To this end, let 
PE%, of the form p=f((., 5,>, . . . . (., L>), MEN tl, . . . . ~,E.Y’(@), 
and f~ Cm(Rm), f and all its derivatives being polynomially bounded. 
For n E N define p n := (x,f)(( ., t1 >, . . . . < ., L>), where x,, E CF(W7 is 
as in the proof of the lemma. Clearly, pN EPC~ for every II E N and 
lim, + m 41(P-Pnr p-p,) = 0 by a straightforward application of 
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. 
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